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Agenda 

 
 

The agenda for the Freestanding Committee of the Whole (Corporate Services Committee) 
meeting to be held in the Council Chambers of the Municipal Hall, 8645 Stave Lake Street, 
Mission, British Columbia on Wednesday, August 14, 2013, commencing at 2:00 p.m. 

1. CALL TO ORDER   

2. ADOPTION OF AGENDA   

3. CORPORATE SERVICES   

(a) Voluntary Water Metering Program Implementation  Page   2 

4. ADJOURNMENT   
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File Category: Utilities   
File Folder: Water Meter Program  

DATE: August 14, 2013 

TO: Mayor and Council 

FROM: Mindy Smith, Consultant, and Kris Boland, Manager of Finance 

SUBJECT: Voluntary Water Metering Program Implementation 
ATTACHMENTS: Appendix 1 - Timeline  

Appendix 2 - Service Delivery Model 
 Appendix 3 - Water and Sewer Rates  
 Appendix 4 - Policies and Bylaws   
 Appendix 5 - Map – Existing and Proposed Meters 
 Appendix 6 - Installation Location and Cost 
     

RECOMMENDATION: 
That Council provide direction to staff in terms of the next steps related to water metering within the 
District of Mission, including any additional information that Council requires.   

PURPOSE 
The purpose of this report is to provide Council with implementation details around a voluntary water 
metering program, as per Council’s direction.  The report outlines the full program scope including civic 
engagement, rate options, policy and bylaw considerations and service delivery options.  The report also 
presents a timeline for implementation.   

BACKGROUND 
On April 15, 2013, Council passed the following resolution:  
 

April 15, 2013 – Committee of the Whole Resolution: 
 

That staff bring back a report to Council outlining suggestions and recommendations to implement 
a voluntary water metering program which takes into account education, incentives, pricing 
structure, implementation dates and the use of outside funding to support the program.   
 

That staff bring back a strategy to Council which addresses and considers the following: 
 

a. Reversing the Industrial, Commercial and Institutional (ICI) water rates so that the more 
volume one uses, the greater the incremental cost; and  

b. Implementing higher seasonal rates. 
 

Council supported implementation of a voluntary residential water metering program for homeowners 
choosing to pay for water supply and sewer discharge based on the measured volume of water 
consumed, subject to further implementation details to be provided by staff.   
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The preliminary decision to support the program took into account: 

1. The ability to defer major regional capital expenditures through conservation; 

2. A need to detect and address leaks in the system; 

3. The desire to provide for equity through a user pay system; 

4. The goal of lowering Mission’s regional water costs in relation to Abbotsford; and, 

5. The need to conserve a natural resource that is required to serve the community into the future.  

The voluntary metering program was selected as the preferred implementation model, as opposed to a 
mandatory universal metering program.  This report provides the implementation details of the voluntary 
program.   

DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS 
The District currently meters Institutional, Commercial and Industrial (ICI) customers, and most multi-
family buildings.  All new residential construction since 2009 has also been metered (approximately 202 
residential meters in place).  In addition, mandatory metering of properties abutting Asbestos Cement 
(AC) main replacement projects will also occur over the next several years, as it makes sense to install 
water meters at the same time that the mains are being replaced.  Staff have also become aware of the 
fact that approximately 500 to 800 residences, predominantly in the West Heights area, were metered at 
the property line in the early 1970s (from 1971 to 1974); however, these meters were never read, and at 
this point the meters will require replacement with updated technology. 

The voluntary water metering project proposed in this report would be for properties that remain 
unmetered; in other words, for those residential properties that are not noted above.   

Program deliverables for a well-developed voluntary water meter program include: 

1. Limiting disruption and impact on users; 

2. Providing for fair and equitable distribution of costs; 

3. Rewarding conservation; and 

4. Ensuring that sufficient funds are collected to cover the full cost of providing water and sewer 
services. 

The water metering program is a major project for the District.  A detailed comprehensive understanding 
of the program is necessary for Council and staff, and for communication with the public and our 
customers.   

Timeline (see Appendix 1)  
Critical to the success of the program is sufficient planning, adequate resourcing and pro-active issues 
resolution.  The program plan presented in this report will be further detailed as a project plan for staff, 
once the project proceeds.  The plan provides for implementation on January 1, 2015.  The timeline 
ensures sufficient time to develop a detailed project plan, recruit and train staff, procure goods and 
services, and update systems, processes, bylaws and policies.  This timeline will be sufficient for existing 
staff if workloads and staff levels remain constant.  Council’s support to proceed with the program will 
begin the process.   
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As with any user pay system, a water metering program is inherently complex.  With a voluntary metering 
program, it will be necessary to address more customer issues; adjust processes, systems, rates, bylaws  

and policies in an on-going manner as information is gathered and analyzed; market the program; 
proactively communicate and follow up on specifics and individual questions; meet with property owners 
to determine their preferred meter location; ensure all staff, contractors, property owners and Council 
members are aware of changes to the program; modify and maintain an integrated system with 
processes being efficient and accurate; and maintain two different billing systems for the same service 
(i.e. some customers remain on the flat-rate system, while others volunteer for a water meter and are 
billed based on consumption).   

The costs of known complexities have been added to the budget. However, with a project of this nature 
and scope, future adjustments may be required if the need for additional resources is identified.    

The goal is to structure the complexity into a manageable framework that can be explained and 
understood by staff, Council and the public.  

Service Delivery Model (see Appendix 2) 
Appendix 2 provides service delivery options, in terms of meter installations, marketing, meter reading, 
billing and collection, and repairs, maintenance and replacement, for a voluntary metering program.  
Each service is evaluated, and then the preferred delivery model for the program is presented.  The 
options for service delivery are: 

1. External service provider for installations and marketing; in-house services for meter reads, billing, 
collection, repairs, maintenance and replacement. 

2. External service provider for all incremental increases in services including meter installations, 
marketing, reading, billing, collections, repairs, maintenance and replacement.   

3. Support a full in-house service model, with term appointments for term work as appropriate.   

Option 1 is recommended, as evaluated in Appendix 2.   

Water and Sewer Rates (see Appendix 3)  
The rates proposed in Appendix 3 are principle based, to provide the following outcomes: 

1) Ensure the water and sewer utilities are appropriately funded, inclusive of annual operations, growth, 
asset repairs, maintenance and replacement;  

2) Provide incentives for low water consumption and conservation; 

3) Maintain stability of revenues with a combination fixed and volume-based rate structure; 

4) Easy to understand for customers, staff and Council;  

5) Simple to administer in terms of processes, systems, and rate structure consistency; 

6) Fair to the community as a whole;  

7) Provide internal equity among the customer base; and, 

8) Provide external consistency with other municipalities. 
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The first year of the program assumes 1,021 properties sign onto the program and they are low volume 
users.  The rates are shown in Appendix 3 and are as follows:   

Voluntary Metering Program Proposed Rates 

 ICI  Residential  

Utility Metered Fixed 
Rate 

Volume  
Based Rate Flat Rate  Metered  

Fixed Rate  
Metered Volume 

Based Rate   

Water TBD $0.91 per m3 $  518.13     $232  $   0.91 per m3 

Sewer 77% of water  77% of water  77% of water 77% of water 77% of water 

Impact on Residential Users  

 Utility 
Lower 

Consumption 
(226 cubic 

meters) 

Average 
Consumption 

(291 cubic 
meters) 

High 
Consumption 

(527 cubic 
meters) 

Residential Flat-Rate 
(updated for 

voluntary metering) 

Residential Flat-
Rate (existing 

2013 rates) 

Water $   438.32 $   497.66    $   713.10 $   518.13  $   465.48  

Sewer 337.51  383.20 549.09 398.96 354.00 

TOTAL $   775.83 $   880.86 $   1,262.19 $   917.09 $   819.48 

 
The new rates are proposed for January 1, 2015 for existing metered properties and new construction. 
For voluntary water meter installations, and properties impacted by the AC water main replacement 
program, a decision will need to be made as to when the metered rates will apply, once the meter is 
installed. To minimize the impact on customers, it is advisable to allow time for customers to monitor and 
adjust their consumption, including fixing any leaks on private property.  One option to consider would be 
to apply metered rates one year following the installation of the water meter, although this could become 
quite cumbersome to administer given various installation dates.  Another option would be to implement 
the metered rates in January, for all customers that signed up in the previous year (averages out to 6 
months of consumption data prior to implementing metered rates), or alternately for all customers that 
signed up two years prior (averages out to 18 months of consumption date prior to implementing metered 
rates).  

To transition from a full single family dwelling (SFD) charge for a secondary suite to the metering 
program, the recommendation is to reduce the secondary suite charge to one half the SFD charge in 
2015, for those properties with secondary suites that volunteer for a water meter.  This reduction will be 
offset by the proposed rates. The full secondary suite charge would continue to apply to those customers 
choosing to remain on the flat-rate charge.  Secondary suite charges will phase out when all properties 
are metered.  While this strategy will eventually address secondary suite charges for water and sewer, a 
similar change to the secondary suite billing practice for garbage and recycling will need to be 
considered, and should be implemented concurrently.  

Sewer rates are proposed to remain at 77% of water rates, which is consistent with the current 
relationship between water and sewer rates.  

The proposed rate structure meets the principles noted above, and provides a financial incentive for 
residents to consider metering.   
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Future Requirements 
Future funding requirements complete the analysis in Appendix 3.  Generally, the transfer to reserves in 
the water and sewer utilities appear sufficient; however, with a draw on the annual contribution by the AC 
main replacement program and with an unknown requirement for future funding for maintenance and 
replacement of existing infrastructure, as well as growth, the proposal is to keep the transfers at current 
levels.   

Policies & Bylaws (see Appendix #4) 
A list of bylaw, policy and procedural considerations are provided in Appendix 4.  Revised bylaws and a 
new policy, if needed, will be presented to Council for approval in the fall of 2014, following further 
research and program development.   

Civic Engagement 
The Manager of Civic Engagement & Corporate Initiatives will work closely with the installer to ensure 
that marketing messages are aligned with the District’s goals. The District will concurrently execute a 
public education campaign that will provide the public with information on the program. Water 
conservation messages and program information will be featured on the District’s website and distributed 
with tax notices and other District mailings. 

Map – Existing and Proposed Meters (see Appendix 5)  
Appendix 5 provides an illustration of current water meter installations for both residential and ICI 
customers, as well as future installations expected through the AC water main replacement program.  
The remaining properties on the map are existing unmetered properties. 

Regardless of a voluntary metering program, some existing residential properties will have meters 
installed due to:   

• AC water main replacement program – an estimated 600 meters;   
• Coach houses and other large renovations requiring building permits are currently required to 

have meters installed (although this quantity is likely minimal).    

Installation Location (see Appendix 6)   
Meters could be installed at the property line, or inside the house.  An analysis of these two options is 
provided in Appendix 6.  The total cost of property line installations is estimated at $13.1 million, as 
compared to $6.6 million to install meters inside the house.   

Property line installations are recommended, and are preferred by other jurisdictions.  As an example, 
Surrey began installing meters inside houses, but found the installations more difficult, costly and higher 
risk.  Surrey has changed its installation to property line only.  Other municipalities, including Richmond, 
began their program with installations at the property line, after considerable research.   

Property line installations capture usage for the whole property, provide easier access to the meter for 
maintenance and replacement, and reduce liability associated with faulty meters.  Additional qualitative 
considerations are provided in Appendix 6. 

Scenario A in Appendix 6 shows the cost if all installations are at the property line:   

• 27% of the installations (approximately 2,300 units) are expected to require driveway repairs 
and are estimated to cost $1,700 each – the high end of the range of cost estimates; 

• 500 to 800 will be at a slightly lower cost of $1,000 each – replacement of meters in areas 
constructed in the mid-1970’s, where the meter box is already in place (predominantly West 
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Heights); 
• 600 will be installed during AC main replacements – funded separately through the AC main 

replacement budget; 
• The remaining installations are expected to have a cost of $1,100 – the lower end of the cost 

estimate range.    

Next Steps and Options 
Success of a voluntary metering program relies heavily on sound planning and design, so that the impact 
on the community, customers and the District is minimized.  Staff now need Council’s direction in terms 
of the next steps related to water metering within the District of Mission, including any additional 
information that Council requires.  

Should Council support moving forward with the Voluntary Metering Program, staff suggest that the 
program be based on the following:   

1. Installation of water meters to begin on January 1, 2015.  

2. The service delivery model be: 

a. External resourcing for installations and marketing; and  

b. Internal resourcing for the additional services of billing, collections, meter reads, repairs, 
maintenance and replacement.   

3. Water and sewer rates be based on the following principles:  

a. Ensure the water and sewer utilities are appropriately funded, inclusive of annual operations, 
growth, asset repairs, maintenance and replacement;  

b. Provide incentives for low water consumption and conservation; 

c. Maintain stability of revenues with a combination fixed and volume-based rate structure; 

d. Easy to understand for customers, staff and Council;  

e. Simple to administer in terms of processes, systems, and rate structure consistency; 

f. Fair to the community as a whole;  

g. Provide internal equity among the customer base; and, 

h. Provide external consistency with other municipalities. 

4. The sewer rates be 77% of water rates.   

5. The rates take effect January 1, 2015 for existing metered customers, and one year following 
installation for customers on the voluntary metering and AC main replacement programs. 

6. If volunteering for a water meter, secondary suite rates will be adjusted to one-half the flat rate, 
effective January 1, 2015.  

7. Installations will be at the property line, wherever feasible.  

8. Capital costs of up to $13,100,000 be funded from the Community Works Gas Tax Reserve Fund, 
the Water Capital Reserve Fund, and the Sewer Capital Reserve Fund. 

9. Additional operating costs estimated at $253,800 in the water utility, and $169,200 in the sewer utility, 
will be funded from the proposed user rates. These estimates do not include additional resources 
required in engineering due to the voluntary metering program.  

Another interim step that Council may want to consider, is to undertake a pilot metering project for those 
residences that were constructed in the early 1970s (predominantly in the West Heights area), where the 
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property line meter boxes are already in place. The estimated 500 to 800 meters installed about 40 years 
ago have not been activated or read.  At a cost of about $200 (includes the replacement meter, labour, 
etc.) per installation, a sample of 100 new meters could be installed and read on a regular basis, to 
gauge consumption in older homes in comparison to Mission’s purported average per capita 
consumption and to the actual consumption of newly constructed homes. These meters were also 
installed with a “loop piping system”, which Public Works advises they would also like to eventually 
correct, because of maintenance and uniformity issues, at an estimated cost of about $800 per property.    

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
The voluntary metering program proposes that all installations be at the property line, and is adjusted for 
meter installations to be done as part of the AC main replacement program, and includes retrofitting 
existing aged meters in the West Heights area. 

Total installation costs, based on updated data and costing, and including the adjustments above, will be 
approximately $13.1 million (as shown here and in Appendix 6). The capital cost of meter installation 
would be funded by a combination of the following funding sources: the Community Works Gas Tax 
Reserve Fund, the Water Capital Reserve Fund, and the Sewer Capital Reserve Fund.  The District will 
also pursue additional funding as programs become available, including grant funding from senior levels 
of government.   

The proposed rates are detailed in Appendix 3.  With the cost of supplying water and removing sewer 
discharge having a high fixed cost component and a lower variable cost component, it’s likely that by 
adding new meter infrastructure that many properties will realize a net cost increase when entering the 
program, even if consumption is reduced.  Cost increases may in part be offset by some regional water 
supply savings.  A five year financial plan for the program will be prepared and presented to Council in 
the fall based on the general costs outlined in this report.  

Are Further Provincial Grants Dependent on Having a Water Metering Program in Place? 
A concern has been raised that perhaps senior levels of government will no longer provide grants for 
certain projects, if the municipality does not have a water metering program in place.  In response to this 
concern, the provincial government has provided the following comments on the criteria they’ve set for 
provincial grant eligibility by a municipality as it relates to water meters: 

‘Metering is not a mandatory requirement to meet the water conservation requirements; 
however metering is viewed upon favourably and is part of our awarding assessment 
criteria.  We recognize the importance of water meters, not just for conservation measures, but 
for asset management too.   

While there have been many discussion about making water metering a mandatory requirement 
for funding and of in general for all water purveyors, it is not likely to happen any time soon.  For 
communities in water scarce areas or those with large consumption rates and or with complex 
systems, water meters make perfect sense.  For very small low volume, low consumption 
systems, metering may not be a priority area to focus on.’ 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:  
The goal of metering existing residential properties is expected to assist with water conservation and 
delay the need for a new major water source.  The program will be successful if a well-developed plan is 
prepared, followed and risks are mitigated.   
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The water metering program is a large project.  Breaking the project into smaller manageable and 
measurable segments, implemented over time, assists with project success.  Implementation is proposed 
to begin January 1, 2015.   

Respectfully submitted by 

 

      

Mindy Smith, Consultant   

 

 

       

Kris Boland, Manager of Finance  

 
Comment from Chief Administrative Officer 
Reviewed.  
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APPENDIX 1 

TIMELINE  
Critical success factors include allowing sufficient time to develop the following areas, while staff 
concurrently maintains their existing workloads: 

• Develop a detailed project plan; 

• Recruit and train personnel; 

• Procure goods and services; 

• Update systems and internal processes; 

• Update bylaws and policies; and, 

• Communicate the program to the public. 

Task Start Date End Date 

Develop detailed project plan October  2013 November 2013 

Procurement (develop RFP, evaluate submissions, 
award contract) 

November 2013 March 2014 

Finalize project financial plan March 2014 March 2014 

Finalize rates March 2014 April 2014 

Civic engagement process April 2014 Ongoing 

Update systems and internal processes1 May 2014 January 2015 

Update bylaws and policies September 2014 January 2015 

Implement new tri-annual billing cycle2 January 2015 Ongoing 

Begin installing water meters January 2015 Ongoing 

1 system upgrades are required for billing and collections and drive-by auto reads.  Process development will be required for installations, 
system uploads, communications, marketing, billing and collections, etc. and will likely occur after resources are acquired.      

2 customer notification is one of the critical success factors in the billing and collection process along with adequate resourcing, systems 
upgrades, good internal communications, and well defined processes and procedures.  These steps take time to develop and implement, 
requiring a timely decision to proceed with the program, and the time from now to January 2015 to implement.       
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APPENDIX 2 

SERVICE DELIVERY MODEL  
Prior to program development, one of the earliest tasks is to determine the service delivery model; in 
other words, would the components of the program be delivered by internal resources, external 
resources, or a combination of the two.   

Water meters in the District today are installed, read, billed, collected, repaired and maintained by 
internal staff.  There is a need for additional resources in the following areas to support a voluntary water 
metering initiative: 

• Marketing  

• Meter installation 

• Meter readings 

• Billing and collections 

• Repairs, maintenance and replacement  

Assessing whether to increase current staffing levels or to supplement the service with external 
assistance requires an evaluation of: 

• Expertise – if the project requires knowledge, skills or expertise that is not present or is not cost 
effective to acquire in-house.  

• Time – if internal resources are not available or are already at capacity.   

• Term – if the project is short term with a clear outcome. 

• Cost – if there is either a cost or a benefit to external resourcing, while maintaining compliance with 
the Collective Agreement.   

Options for the service delivery model are discussed in this report.  The analysis also considers the 
customer service goal of a cost effective and seamless service.   

Principles of an Integrated / Seamless Service Delivery Model 
Cost effective operations are critical to all organizations and especially governments.  As leaders 
responsible for public finances and the public trust, it is important we operate in a cost effective manner 
for the benefit of our rate payers.  Therefore, the preferred approach to water metering is to keep it 
simple.  Development of simple systems, processes and explanations require considerable work to 
ensure that as much of the process as possible is known and included in the plan, and to ensure a 
smooth implementation.   

To determine an appropriate service delivery model, it is important to ensure all components of the 
system integrate seamlessly.  Where possible, a single supplier should be used for outsourcing and 
should be able to integrate effectively with the District’s systems.        

Meter Installations / Marketing  
Meter installations are currently performed by in-house staff; therefore the District has the expertise.  The 
number of meters to be installed will be approximately 9,610.  With current installations of approximately 
30 per year, the increased workload will require additional resources, either external or internal.  A 
majority of the installations are anticipated to occur in the first few years, resulting in a set term for the 
majority of the project.   
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Outsourcing meter installations may be cost effective, especially if the District combines installations with 
marketing.  The installer’s profit will be directly related to their ability to market the program.  While the 
District will provide clear direction to the installer, the work of the installer will be independent of the 
District, thereby reducing some corporate risk.   

A voluntary water metering program will require a communications center for information delivery.  
Marketing could be anywhere from minimal to extensive.  A minimal approach will most likely result in 
low users and those wanting to do the right thing for the environment signing on to the program.  A more 
extensive marketing approach would strive to incent a majority of the community to sign on to the 
program.  The cost for marketing will be in the range of $20,000 to $70,000.  The lower cost is for 
communications and the higher cost will be for a more impactful marketing campaign. 

For the reasons noted, combining meter installations and an extensive marketing program with an 
external service provider is recommended.   

Meter Reading 
The different approaches to meter readings that have been analyzed include fixed-base towers, drive-by 
data collection, and touch-reads.  Based on a cost/benefit analysis, the recommended method for the 
District to read meters is the drive-by system.  Drive-by reads for the entire municipality are expected to 
take approximately one to two days to collect per billing period.  The current practice of manually reading 
the existing meters also takes approximately one to two days to complete.  Therefore the cost of labour 
for a drive-by system is expected to be consistent with current meter reading costs, so it is recommended 
that this service be performed by existing staff.    

Meter readings, once collected, will be downloaded into the billing and collection system.   

Billing & Collections  
The District currently bills and collects from 569 metered customers; therefore, expertise exists in-house 
to manage the billing and collection process.  Significant increases in the number of customers will 
require additional administrative resources.  To remain effective, a seamless billing and collection system 
is proposed.  As the system ties into the District’s financial systems and the systems are audited each 
year, the recommendation is to keep the service in-house.   

Two additional resources will be required in the billing and collections area for a voluntary program.  The 
resources will download the meter readings, investigate exceptions, send out bills and collect payments, 
respond to customer queries, update accounts, and liaise with the marketers and installers. 

Two additional resources are estimated to cost $ 130,000 per year, and are proposed to be phased in 
through 2015 and 2016. 

Cost Type  2014 2015 2016 

Supplies & 
Materials   $     28,600  

Labour (finance – 
billing and 
collections)  

 $   102,200   $    27,800 

Labour 
(engineering)  TBD TBD 

Total   $   130,800 $    27,800 

# of units 
installed  1,021 1,021 

1) Units installed are estimated for the voluntary metering and AC Mains programs.  
2) 2015 labour is for the billing and collections process to manage pre-authorized payments, bill customers, produce exception reports and investigate exceptions, 

process payments, respond to customer questions and process refunds and property sale (1.6FTE).   
3) The remaining 0.4 FTE will be in year 2016 as volume billing takes effect. 
4) Additional engineering resources for the voluntary metering program is to be determined once the plan takes shape and the program is developed.  
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Repairs, Maintenance & Replacement 
The District currently performs this service in-house, although a voluntary metering program will require 
additional resources for on-going program success.  The program anticipates additional staff will be 
required in the Engineering Department, with the amount to be determined once the program is further 
developed.    

Funding  
The costs are included in the proposed water and sewer rates. This program will not impact property 
taxes, as the water and sewer utilities are self-funded through water and sewer user rates.   
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APPENDIX 3 

WATER AND SEWER RATES  
Utility rates and Development Cost Charges (DCCs) fund the water and sewer systems.  DCCs are not a 
part of this report because they relate specifically to growth-related capital infrastructure, and will be 
reviewed separately.  Utility rates are addressed in this report and require amendments to encourage 
conservation, ensure fairness, and to fund the proposed expansion of the water metering system.   

The proposed rates are based on the following principles: 

1) Ensure the water and sewer utilities are appropriately funded, inclusive of annual operations, growth, 
asset repairs, maintenance and replacement;  

2) Provide incentives for low water consumption and conservation; 

3) Maintain stability of revenues with a combination fixed and volume-based rate structure; 

4) Easy to understand for customers, staff and Council;  

5) Simple to administer in terms of processes, systems, and rate structure consistency; 

6) Fair to the community as a whole;  

7) Provide internal equity among the customer base; and, 

8) Provide external consistency with other municipalities. 

Current Residential Metered Rates & Consumption 
Current residential metered rates are $1.19 per cubic meter, in addition to the annual fixed-cost of 
$12.76.  If these rates remain the same under an expanded residential metering program, the District will 
see a significant drop in revenues; in other words, currently metered residential properties are not paying 
their fair share of the system costs if these rates are extrapolated to the entire water system.  

Currently, an average household pays $465.48 per annum for water on the flat rate system. To achieve 
the same revenue from a household under the current metered rates, average consumption will need to 
be 390 m3.  If the water metering program is successful, the average consumption is estimated at 291 
m3 based on usage in other metered municipalities, which would lead to a shortfall in revenue. 

Current Industrial, Commercial, and Institutional (ICI) Metered Rates  
The ICI rates have a declining block structure, which means the cost per litre of water decreases as 
consumption increases.  The rate structure was set in the past to reflect the decreasing cost of delivering 
water, because the incremental cost increase per litre of water delivered through the system, after paying 
for fixed costs, is not as significant as the cost of the infrastructure. However, this declining block rate 
structure does not promote conservation.  Further investigation into the structure of ICI metered rates is 
needed. 

Current Sewer Rates  
Sewer metered charges are currently 77% of water metered charges, which is consistent with the ratio of 
sewer costs to water costs.  This relationship would remain the same under a voluntary water metering 
program.    
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Detailed Rates Analysis  
The options listed below illustrate the fluctuations in volume-based rates, based on three different levels 
of the fixed-rate component of the rate structure.  

1. Option 1 has a fixed-rate component that is consistent with other metered communities.  
2. Option 2 has a fixed-rate component that is approximately 50% of an average consumer’s water 

bill. 
3. Option 3 has a higher fixed-rate component, which is somewhat more indicative of the portion of 

fixed costs associated with running the system, although it is capped at $300 in order to provide a 
financial incentive for reducing water usage.  

Option 3 provides the least incentive to conserve water because it has the lowest portion of the bill that 
can be influenced by water usage, while Option 1 provides the greatest incentive for conservation.  
Option 1, however, has the highest risk of not collecting sufficient funds in the water utility.  Option 2 
provides a reasonable balance between the costs and benefits of Options 1 and 3.  

 

 

 

District of Mission 
Water Utility Billing 
Rate Options for the year beginning January 1, 2015

Water Rate Options (secondary suite revenue to be included in the new rates)

Data / Totals Properties Collection Usage (MLY)

Beginning annual usage/collection - per report 10,179 6,016,000$                       5,682,000           

Add:  Metering Resources - per report 175,800$                          852,300               Adjust 15% for leakage

Add:  Metering Resources - voluntary 78,000$                             965,940               Adjust 20% for conservation 
Voluntary metering program (per year) 10,179 6,269,800$                       3,863,760           

Number of residential properties (flat rate) 9,610 4,980,000.00$                 
Residential properties (metered) 202 45,000.00$                       39,962
ICI properties 367 610,000.00$                    749,891
Other (penalties, interest, debt adj's, etc.) 381,000.00$                    

6,016,000.00$                 789,853

Rate on Aggregate

Current Option 1 - Fixed @$60 Rates Option 2 - Fixed @$232 Rates Option 3 - Fixed @$300 Rates 

Funds Required  $                  6,016,000  $                       6,269,800  $                       6,269,800  $                       6,269,800 

Fixed Rate (per meter)  $                        18,427  $                           610,740  $                 60.00  $                       2,361,528  $               232.00  $                       3,053,700  $              300.00 

Volume Billing  $                      636,573  $                       5,278,060  $                    1.37  $                       3,527,272  $                    0.91  $                       2,835,100  $                  0.73 

Flat Rate Billing  $                  4,980,000 

Other  $                      381,000  $                           381,000  $                           381,000  $                           381,000 
 $                  6,016,000  $                       6,269,800  $                       6,269,800  $                       6,269,800 

2013 Rates - Adjusted  (2,500 low volume metered - 1st year)

Funds Required  $                       6,269,800  $                       6,269,800  $                       6,269,800 

Fixed Rate (per meter)  $                             95,400  $                 60.00  $                           368,880  $               232.00  $                           477,000  $              300.00 

Volume Billing  $                       1,394,182  $                    1.37  $                           931,717  $                    0.91  $                           748,882  $                  0.73 

Other  $                           381,000  $                           381,000  $                           381,000 

Secondary Suite Revenue  $                           138,000  $                           138,000  $                           138,000 

Flat Rate Billing  $                       4,261,218  $               496.13  $                       4,450,203  $               518.13  $                       4,524,918  $              526.83 
 $                       6,269,800  $                       6,269,800  $                       6,269,800 

Flat rate increase (%) 6.6% 11.3% 13.2%

Impact Analysis  Cubic meters   Option 1 Option 2 Option 3

Low User 226  $               368.73  $               438.32  $              465.83 

Average User 291  $               457.52  $               497.66  $              513.53 

High User 527  $               779.90  $               713.10  $              686.70 
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Usage has been updated since the August 2012 report.  The annual usage during 2012, as measured by 
the recently installed bulk meters, is 5,682,000 MLY.  

Rates Calculation: 

• Begins by setting a volume based rate reflecting a fully metered community.  This approach keeps 
the end goal of a metering program in mind, and aligns metered rates with consumption.   

• A flat rate is then calculated for the first year of billing the new metered rates assuming a reduction in 
secondary suite fees by one-half; 60 meter installations due to AC Mains and 10% installations due 
to the voluntary program (1,021 meters installed in the first year).  The comparative impact on low, 
medium and higher users is shown.    

• The proposed rate is Option 2.  This rate achieves a balance between fixed and variable costs and 
provides an incentive for low and medium users to switch to a meter.  As more users switch to 
meters, the rates will be updated to encourage conservation.      

• The rates will be adjusted over time as usage is collected, costs stabilize and revenue requirements 
are better understood.    

Existing System – Consumption & Revenue  

Utility  ICI Metered  Residential Flat Residential 
Metered  Other Revenue 2 Total  

Water Revenue  $ 610,000 $ 4,980,000 $ 45,000 $ 381,000 $ 6,016,000 

Sewer 
Revenue  $ 400,000 $ 3,170,000 $ 32,000 $ 635,600 $ 4,237,600 

# of units  367 9,610 202  10,179 

Consumption 1 749,891 m3 n/a 39,962 m3 n/a 5,682,000 m3 

1) Total Consumption – from ‘Strategic Long Term Water Supply and Demand Management Study – August 2012’ (adjusted to actual – 
based on new bulk meters) 

2) Other revenue = penalties, actuarial adjustments, etc.  

Current Rates 

 ICI Residential  

Utility Meter Rental Volume Based Rate  Flat Rate  Metered Rate   

Water By meter size: 
$12.76 to 224.56 

$0.5191/m3 to 
1.0134/m3 

(declining block, rate 
decreases as usage 

increases) 

$   465.48 $1.19 / m3  

+ $12.76 meter rental 

Sewer 77% of water  77% of water  354.00 77% of water 

• Rates from Water Rates Bylaw No. 2197-1990 & Sewer User Rates & Charges Bylaw 1922-1989 
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Proposed Rates (first year of the voluntary program) 
Three options for rate structure are explored in Appendix 3.  Option 2 is preferred because revenue is 
more assured, while providing customers a financial incentive to meter.  The proposed rates under 
Option 2 are:  

 ICI  Residential  

Utility Metered Rate 
 (Fixed Portion) 

Volume  
Based Rate Flat Rate  Metered Rate 

(Fixed Portion) 

Metered Rate 
(Volume-Based 

Portion) 

Water TBD $ 0.91 per m3 $ 518.13     $ 232  $ 0.91 per m3 

Sewer 77% of water  77% of water  77% of water 77% of water 77% of water 

# of units 367 367 8,589 1,223 1,223 

Assumptions  

• DCC collections will pay for growth in the utilities, including increasing water supply to service growth 
within the District. 

• Rates will pay for annual operations, maintenance and replacement of current systems.   

• Metered rates use a model of full metering, inclusive of annual costs, estimated conservation 
impacts, and reduction in consumption due to leak repairs.  

• Residential fixed rate portion of the charge to be approximately ½ of total metering costs for revenue 
stability.  This is consistent with the April 15, 2013 report to Council. 

• Approximately 10% or 1,021 residential meters installed in the first year – expected to be low 
consumption customers.  

• Residual costs are divided equally among flat rate customers. 

• Secondary suite charge is reduced to ½ of the current flat rate charge for those volunteering for a 
meter, and ½ of the secondary suite customers are estimated to convert in the first year.   

• Rates compared with other metered communities for lessons learned and what works.   

• The 77% sewer rate is the ratio of sewer costs to water costs in the District.   

• Rates will take affect one year following the year of meter installation for all customers on the 
voluntary metering program and the AC main replacement program. This allows customers time to 
repair leaks, and monitor their consumption, for one year prior to the metered charge being 
implemented. 
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Future Infrastructure Funding Needs 

Sewer

Water

Impact on Residential Users (based on 2013 rates) 
  

Utility 
Lower 

Consumption (226 
cubic meters) 

Average 
Consumption (291 

cubic meters) 
High Consumption 
(527 cubic meters) Residential Flat  

Water $   438.32 $   497.66    $   713.10 $   518.13  

Sewer 337.51  383.20 549.09 398.96 

TOTAL $   775.83 $  880.86 $   1,262.19 $   917.09 

   

Reserves and Annual Transfers 
The final component to water and sewer rate analysis is the annual transfers to reserves, which fund 
replacement of existing infrastructure, and contribute towards growth of the system.  Assured funding of 
essential services into the future provides for sustainability.  Long term needs in the water and sewer 
utilities are shown in the 
following chart.  Each year the 
District transfers approximately 
$2,600,000 into the water 
reserve and approximately 
$1,500,000 into the sewer 
reserve.   

The chart shows the annual 
funding needs (current value) 
over the next 100 years for 
existing infrastructure.  The 
water fund has an annual 
requirement of approximately 
$1,820,000 and the sewer fund 
has an annual requirement of 
approximately $1,100,000 
(current value). In addition to the funding needs for existing infrastructure, the transfers to water and 
sewer capital reserves also provide funding for a portion of growth-related projects, capacity for internal 
borrowing, emergency events, unforeseen repairs, and contingency funds.  

A new water source or expansion of the current system to add capacity will require ratepayer funding and 
DCCs.  DCCs will likely fund the majority of growth-related increased capacity costs.  Ratepayer funding 
will be for current system upgrades for existing customers, replacement of the existing infrastructure, and 
likely a minor portion of growth-related increased capacity costs.  A DCC review is necessary to add a 
new water supply to the list of projects funded from development, but also to assess the ratio of funding 
from development and current ratepayers.   
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APPENDIX 4 

POLICIES & BYLAWS  
The District has water rates, sewer rates, solid waste rates and development cost charge bylaws.  These 
bylaws will require updates to accommodate a voluntary metering system and a change in billing cycles.  
A policy for metering along with operating procedures will be required to support the bylaws.   

The items shown in the table are currently identified as updates required for either the policy or bylaws – 
where known, the specific bylaw or policy is provided.  Areas of uncertainty will require further research.  

Item  Description  Bylaw / Policy  

Guiding Principles, 
Scope & Strategy  

Outline guiding principles and strategy for the 
voluntary metering program  

Policy  

Tri-annual Billing  Bill every four months  Water, Sewer and Solid Waste Bylaws  

Voluntary & AC Main 
Metered Billing  

Metered charges begin between one or two years 
following installation  

Water & Sewer Bylaws  

Marketing  Incentives that are supported and not supported  Policy  

Ownership  Meters are owned by the District  Water Bylaw  

Rates  Rate Structure and Tri-annual billing adjustments  Water, Sewer and Solid Waste Bylaws  

Leaks  Adjust to a nominal rate per cubic meter? Adjust 
based on an estimate of past usage? 

Water & Sewer Bylaws  

Installation Location  At the property line – on public or private property  Policy  

Installation Location  If on private property – must have reasonable 
access for inspection, repairs and reads  

Bylaw  

Installations  Will the District allow for removal of the meter once it 
is installed, and return to flat rate?  At a cost?  

Policy  

Water Meter Testing  Charge for testing a meter – remove charge if meter 
defective  

Water Bylaw  

Meter Repairs  Cost of repairs paid by District  Water Bylaw  

Damaged meter  Minimum rate to charge for consumption  Water & Sewer Bylaws  

Damaged meter Charge due to the act of neglect, or carelessness of 
the owner or occupant of the premises  

Water Bylaw  

Special Meter Reads  Sale of Property – charge for read  Water Bylaw  

Illegal Bypass 
Detection  

Repair, fine, charge for consumption estimate  Water & Sewer Bylaw  

Refunds  Overpayments applied to next billing, preauthorized 
overpayment adjustment to monthly payments, sale 
adjustments by lawyers for the sales transaction. 

Policy  
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Meter Disconnection  Building or structure removed, destroyed or 
damaged – payment for service  

Water Bylaw  

Right to add a meter  Maintain the District’s right to add a meter on a water 
service connection as determined by the Director of 
Engineering 

Water Bylaw  

Limited Liability   District not liable for faulty meter, failure of water 
supply, service disruption   

Water, Sewer, Solid Waste Bylaws  

The above items, and others that become known as the District progresses with the planning phase, will 
be added to the bylaws and policies for Council consideration, and procedures for operational purposes.   
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APPENDIX 5 

MAP – WATER METERS 
Existing metered properties and proposed AC main upgrades 
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APPENDIX 6 

INSTALLATION LOCATION AND COST 
Installations at the property line involve installing a meter chamber (usually a concrete box) with a steel 
lid, meter and radio connection.  Installations inside the house involve a range of renovations to enable 
installation of the meter and radio wiring within the house.  Renovations can range from very minor to 
substantial depending on the interior finish levels of the homes, and the location of the water service 
within the home.   

The City of Richmond does not allow inside installations of water meters. The City of Surrey will only 
allow meters to be installed inside the house if a customer refuses to allow the installation at the property 
line.  Most customers would simply rather not have the meter installed inside the house, especially since 
the cost of the meter is funded by the municipality and not by the individual.   

Benefits of inside installations 
There is a potential cost savings with the installation, although it depends on the finish of the home in the 
area of the meter installation.   

Challenges of inside installations 
1. Installing a meter inside and matching interior finishes could prove to be costly. 

2. A meter installed in an unfinished basement is relatively easy; however, when the home owner 
subsequently finishes their basement the meter may not be accessible for maintenance or 
replacement. 

3. Inside installations may create some liability issues in the case of meter failure. 

4. Routine inspections are more challenging, permitting the installation of a water bypass before the 
meter to avoid high charges. 

5. Homes with irrigation systems are regularly connected outside the house so outdoor water usage 
would go undetected. This is a major concern in terms of peak demand management.  

6. Customers may have concerns about the radio waves emitted during water meter communication 
periods, even though this is very limited.  

Benefits of property line installations 
1. Coordination of installation with the property owner is easy, as compared to inside installations. 

2. Reduced liability for meter failure. 

3. Optimal accessibility for maintenance and reading. 

4. More accurate water use data, i.e. sprinklers connected directly to the service line, and service line 
leaks, are captured by the water meter. 

5. Less concern about radio waves emitted from meters. 

Challenges of property line installations 
1. Upfront capital costs. Installations that require repairs to paved driveways can be costly. 

2. A portion of the service locations may not be known.   
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Location Study of Residential Water Services 
District staff undertook a small study of residential water services in late 2010.  The study was designed 
to evaluate where the water services were located on properties and how difficult they were to find.  Staff 
randomly selected 383 properties from 15 different areas of the water supply area.  Using the District’s 
standard Service Record Cards (SRC) and a pin locator, staff spent no more than 15 minutes trying to 
find the service at each site.  The table below provides the results. 
 
Results of District’s Residential Water Service Study (Total of 383 properties) 

Category Number Percentage 

Located* 307 80% 

Correct SRC* 273 71% 

Meter Boxes** 31 10% 

* percentage calculated from total addresses checked 
** percentage calculated from number of services located 

 
Details of the Water Services that were Located (Total of 307 properties) 

Category Number Percentage 

In Lawns 161 52% 

In broom swept concrete driveways 41 13% 

In exposed aggregate driveways 15 5% 

In asphalt driveways 26 9% 

In gravel driveways 22 7% 

In garden, shrubs, hedges etc. 42 14% 

Total 307 100% 
 

Cost Estimates for Water Meter Installation 
District staff recently contacted a local water meter installation contractor, to get an estimate of the costs 
and their experience installing water meters in the City of Surrey for their voluntary water meter program. 
For budgetary purposes, the following cost estimates were received: 

Residential water meter installation, inside the house $520 to $675 

Residential water meter installation, outside the house $1,100 to $1,700 (the higher end represents 
concrete or asphalt restoration) 

These prices are based on an estimate of 10,000 water meter installations, which is more indicative of a 
mandatory water metering program in Mission; thus, the unit pricing under a voluntary metering program 
is likely expected to be higher as some economies of scale would be lost.  The pricing includes costs 
directly related to installing the meters, such as project management, call centre appointments, and the 
crew installing the meter.  

  

27% of water 
services are 

estimated to be 
located within paved 

driveways 
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% Quantity Unit Cost
Extended 

Cost
Meters installed inside the house 89% 8,510      600$        5,106,000$  
Outside Installations

AC Mains Program (separate funding)* 6% 600          -                 
West Heights (replacement) 5% 500          1,000      500,000        
Voluntary Metering - with paved driveway repairs 0% 1,700      -                 
Voluntary Metering - without paved driveway repairs 1,100      -                 

150,000        
Contingency 15% 863,400        
Totals 100% 9,610      6,619,400$  

Implementation costs

Scenario C
100% Inside 

INSTALLATION COST COMPARISON 
The following analysis shows the estimated costs of outside installations versus inside installations.  

Outside Installations 
Three scenarios are presented, based on the estimated number of paved driveways that would require 
repairs. The estimate of water services that are located within paved driveways is based on the location 
study of residential water services.  

• Scenario A: assumes 100% of installations occur outside, including those located within paved 
driveways requiring repair. 

• Scenario B: assumes all installations occur outside, except those that are located within a paved 
driveway would be installed inside the house to avoid driveway repairs.  

• Scenario C: assumes all installations occur inside the house, although the cost of interior 
refinishing may vary significantly from the estimates. 

 

 

 
Inside Installations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

% Quantity Unit Cost Extended Cost % Quantity Unit Cost
Extended 

Cost
Meters installed inside the house 0% -           600$           -$                    27% 2,300      600$         1,380,000$     
Outside Installations

AC Mains Program (separate funding)* 6% 600          -                       6% 600          -                    
West Heights (replacement) ** 5% 500          1,000          500,000              5% 500          1,000       500,000           
Voluntary Metering - with paved driveway repairs 27% 2,300      1,700          3,910,000          0% 1,700       -                    
Voluntary Metering - without paved driveway repairs 62% 6,210      1,100          6,831,000          62% 6,210      1,100       6,831,000        

150,000              150,000           
Contingency 15% 1,708,650          1,329,150        
Totals 100% 9610 13,099,650$     100% 9,610      10,190,150$   

* funded from the Asbestos-Cement Water Main Replacement Program
** cost includes correction of the looped installation

Scenario A
100% Outside 

Scenario B
100% Outside                                                                           

Except properties with paved driveways 

Implementation costs
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	edited 2013-07-17 RTC Water Metering5
	PURPOSE
	The purpose of this report is to provide Council with implementation details around a voluntary water metering program, as per Council’s direction.  The report outlines the full program scope including civic engagement, rate options, policy and bylaw ...
	BACKGROUND
	On April 15, 2013, Council passed the following resolution:
	Council supported implementation of a voluntary residential water metering program for homeowners choosing to pay for water supply and sewer discharge based on the measured volume of water consumed, subject to further implementation details to be prov...
	The preliminary decision to support the program took into account:
	1. The ability to defer major regional capital expenditures through conservation;
	2. A need to detect and address leaks in the system;
	3. The desire to provide for equity through a user pay system;
	4. The goal of lowering Mission’s regional water costs in relation to Abbotsford; and,
	5. The need to conserve a natural resource that is required to serve the community into the future.
	The voluntary metering program was selected as the preferred implementation model, as opposed to a mandatory universal metering program.  This report provides the implementation details of the voluntary program.
	DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
	The District currently meters Institutional, Commercial and Industrial (ICI) customers, and most multi-family buildings.  All new residential construction since 2009 has also been metered (approximately 202 residential meters in place).  In addition, ...
	The voluntary water metering project proposed in this report would be for properties that remain unmetered; in other words, for those residential properties that are not noted above.
	Program deliverables for a well-developed voluntary water meter program include:
	1. Limiting disruption and impact on users;
	2. Providing for fair and equitable distribution of costs;
	3. Rewarding conservation; and
	4. Ensuring that sufficient funds are collected to cover the full cost of providing water and sewer services.
	The water metering program is a major project for the District.  A detailed comprehensive understanding of the program is necessary for Council and staff, and for communication with the public and our customers.
	UTimeline (see Appendix 1)
	Critical to the success of the program is sufficient planning, adequate resourcing and pro-active issues resolution.  The program plan presented in this report will be further detailed as a project plan for staff, once the project proceeds.  The plan ...
	As with any user pay system, a water metering program is inherently complex.  With a voluntary metering program, it will be necessary to address more customer issues; adjust processes, systems, rates, bylaws
	and policies in an on-going manner as information is gathered and analyzed; market the program; proactively communicate and follow up on specifics and individual questions; meet with property owners to determine their preferred meter location; ensure ...
	The costs of known complexities have been added to the budget. However, with a project of this nature and scope, future adjustments may be required if the need for additional resources is identified.
	The goal is to structure the complexity into a manageable framework that can be explained and understood by staff, Council and the public.
	UService Delivery Model (see Appendix 2)
	Appendix 2 provides service delivery options, in terms of meter installations, marketing, meter reading, billing and collection, and repairs, maintenance and replacement, for a voluntary metering program.  Each service is evaluated, and then the prefe...
	1. External service provider for installations and marketing; in-house services for meter reads, billing, collection, repairs, maintenance and replacement.
	2. External service provider for all incremental increases in services including meter installations, marketing, reading, billing, collections, repairs, maintenance and replacement.
	3. Support a full in-house service model, with term appointments for term work as appropriate.
	Option 1 is recommended, as evaluated in Appendix 2.
	UWater and Sewer Rates (see Appendix 3)
	The rates proposed in Appendix 3 are principle based, to provide the following outcomes:
	1) Ensure the water and sewer utilities are appropriately funded, inclusive of annual operations, growth, asset repairs, maintenance and replacement;
	2) Provide incentives for low water consumption and conservation;
	3) Maintain stability of revenues with a combination fixed and volume-based rate structure;
	4) Easy to understand for customers, staff and Council;
	5) Simple to administer in terms of processes, systems, and rate structure consistency;
	6) Fair to the community as a whole;
	7) Provide internal equity among the customer base; and,
	8) Provide external consistency with other municipalities.
	The first year of the program assumes 1,021 properties sign onto the program and they are low volume users.  The rates are shown in Appendix 3 and are as follows:
	Voluntary Metering Program Proposed Rates
	Impact on Residential Users
	Future Requirements
	UPolicies & Bylaws (see Appendix #4)
	A list of bylaw, policy and procedural considerations are provided in Appendix 4.  Revised bylaws and a new policy, if needed, will be presented to Council for approval in the fall of 2014, following further research and program development.
	UCivic Engagement
	UMap – Existing and Proposed Meters (see Appendix 5)
	UInstallation Location (see Appendix 6)
	Next Steps and Options
	Success of a voluntary metering program relies heavily on sound planning and design, so that the impact on the community, customers and the District is minimized.  Staff now need Council’s direction in terms of the next steps related to water metering...
	Should Council support moving forward with the Voluntary Metering Program, staff suggest that the program be based on the following:
	1. Installation of water meters to begin on January 1, 2015.
	2. The service delivery model be:
	a. External resourcing for installations and marketing; and
	b. Internal resourcing for the additional services of billing, collections, meter reads, repairs, maintenance and replacement.
	3. Water and sewer rates be based on the following principles:
	a. Ensure the water and sewer utilities are appropriately funded, inclusive of annual operations, growth, asset repairs, maintenance and replacement;
	b. Provide incentives for low water consumption and conservation;
	c. Maintain stability of revenues with a combination fixed and volume-based rate structure;
	d. Easy to understand for customers, staff and Council;
	e. Simple to administer in terms of processes, systems, and rate structure consistency;
	f. Fair to the community as a whole;
	g. Provide internal equity among the customer base; and,
	h. Provide external consistency with other municipalities.
	4. The sewer rates be 77% of water rates.
	5. The rates take effect January 1, 2015 for existing metered customers, and one year following installation for customers on the voluntary metering and AC main replacement programs.
	6. If volunteering for a water meter, secondary suite rates will be adjusted to one-half the flat rate, effective January 1, 2015.
	7. Installations will be at the property line, wherever feasible.
	8. Capital costs of up to $13,100,000 be funded from the Community Works Gas Tax Reserve Fund, the Water Capital Reserve Fund, and the Sewer Capital Reserve Fund.
	9. Additional operating costs estimated at $253,800 in the water utility, and $169,200 in the sewer utility, will be funded from the proposed user rates. These estimates do not include additional resources required in engineering due to the voluntary ...
	Another interim step that Council may want to consider, is to undertake a pilot metering project for those residences that were constructed in the early 1970s (predominantly in the West Heights area), where the property line meter boxes are already in...
	FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
	The voluntary metering program proposes that all installations be at the property line, and is adjusted for meter installations to be done as part of the AC main replacement program, and includes retrofitting existing aged meters in the West Heights a...
	Total installation costs, based on updated data and costing, and including the adjustments above, will be approximately $13.1 million (as shown here and in Appendix 6). The capital cost of meter installation would be funded by a combination of the fol...
	The proposed rates are detailed in Appendix 3.  With the cost of supplying water and removing sewer discharge having a high fixed cost component and a lower variable cost component, it’s likely that by adding new meter infrastructure that many propert...
	UAre Further Provincial Grants Dependent on Having a Water Metering Program in Place?
	SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION:
	The goal of metering existing residential properties is expected to assist with water conservation and delay the need for a new major water source.  The program will be successful if a well-developed plan is prepared, followed and risks are mitigated.
	The water metering program is a large project.  Breaking the project into smaller manageable and measurable segments, implemented over time, assists with project success.  Implementation is proposed to begin January 1, 2015.
	APPENDIX 1
	TIMELINE
	Critical success factors include allowing sufficient time to develop the following areas, while staff concurrently maintains their existing workloads:
	 Develop a detailed project plan;
	 Recruit and train personnel;
	 Procure goods and services;
	 Update systems and internal processes;
	 Update bylaws and policies; and,
	 Communicate the program to the public.
	P1P system upgrades are required for billing and collections and drive-by auto reads.  Process development will be required for installations, system uploads, communications, marketing, billing and collections, etc. and will likely occur after resourc...
	P2 Pcustomer notification is one of the critical success factors in the billing and collection process along with adequate resourcing, systems upgrades, good internal communications, and well defined processes and procedures.  These steps take time to...
	APPENDIX 2
	SERVICE DELIVERY MODEL
	Prior to program development, one of the earliest tasks is to determine the service delivery model; in other words, would the components of the program be delivered by internal resources, external resources, or a combination of the two.
	Water meters in the District today are installed, read, billed, collected, repaired and maintained by internal staff.  There is a need for additional resources in the following areas to support a voluntary water metering initiative:
	 Marketing
	 Meter installation
	 Meter readings
	 Billing and collections
	 Repairs, maintenance and replacement
	Assessing whether to increase current staffing levels or to supplement the service with external assistance requires an evaluation of:
	 Expertise – if the project requires knowledge, skills or expertise that is not present or is not cost effective to acquire in-house.
	 Time – if internal resources are not available or are already at capacity.
	 Term – if the project is short term with a clear outcome.
	 Cost – if there is either a cost or a benefit to external resourcing, while maintaining compliance with the Collective Agreement.
	Options for the service delivery model are discussed in this report.  The analysis also considers the customer service goal of a cost effective and seamless service.
	APPENDIX 3
	WATER AND SEWER RATES
	Utility rates and Development Cost Charges (DCCs) fund the water and sewer systems.  DCCs are not a part of this report because they relate specifically to growth-related capital infrastructure, and will be reviewed separately.  Utility rates are addr...
	The proposed rates are based on the following principles:
	1) Ensure the water and sewer utilities are appropriately funded, inclusive of annual operations, growth, asset repairs, maintenance and replacement;
	2) Provide incentives for low water consumption and conservation;
	3) Maintain stability of revenues with a combination fixed and volume-based rate structure;
	4) Easy to understand for customers, staff and Council;
	5) Simple to administer in terms of processes, systems, and rate structure consistency;
	6) Fair to the community as a whole;
	7) Provide internal equity among the customer base; and,
	8) Provide external consistency with other municipalities.
	Current residential metered rates are $1.19 per cubic meter, in addition to the annual fixed-cost of $12.76.  If these rates remain the same under an expanded residential metering program, the District will see a significant drop in revenues; in other...
	Currently, an average household pays $465.48 per annum for water on the flat rate system. To achieve the same revenue from a household under the current metered rates, average consumption will need to be 390 m3.  If the water metering program is succe...
	The ICI rates have a declining block structure, which means the cost per litre of water decreases as consumption increases.  The rate structure was set in the past to reflect the decreasing cost of delivering water, because the incremental cost increa...
	Sewer metered charges are currently 77% of water metered charges, which is consistent with the ratio of sewer costs to water costs.  This relationship would remain the same under a voluntary water metering program.
	Usage has been updated since the August 2012 report.  The annual usage during 2012, as measured by the recently installed bulk meters, is 5,682,000 MLY.
	1) Total Consumption – from ‘Strategic Long Term Water Supply and Demand Management Study – August 2012’ (adjusted to actual – based on new bulk meters)
	2) Other revenue = penalties, actuarial adjustments, etc.
	Current Rates
	 Rates from Water Rates Bylaw No. 2197-1990 & Sewer User Rates & Charges Bylaw 1922-1989
	Three options for rate structure are explored in Appendix 3.  Option 2 is preferred because revenue is more assured, while providing customers a financial incentive to meter.  The proposed rates under Option 2 are:
	 DCC collections will pay for growth in the utilities, including increasing water supply to service growth within the District.
	 Rates will pay for annual operations, maintenance and replacement of current systems.
	 Metered rates use a model of full metering, inclusive of annual costs, estimated conservation impacts, and reduction in consumption due to leak repairs.
	 Residential fixed rate portion of the charge to be approximately ½ of total metering costs for revenue stability.  This is consistent with the April 15, 2013 report to Council.
	 Approximately 10% or 1,021 residential meters installed in the first year – expected to be low consumption customers.
	 Residual costs are divided equally among flat rate customers.
	 Secondary suite charge is reduced to ½ of the current flat rate charge for those volunteering for a meter, and ½ of the secondary suite customers are estimated to convert in the first year.
	 Rates compared with other metered communities for lessons learned and what works.
	 The 77% sewer rate is the ratio of sewer costs to water costs in the District.
	 Rates will take affect one year following the year of meter installation for all customers on the voluntary metering program and the AC main replacement program. This allows customers time to repair leaks, and monitor their consumption, for one year...
	APPENDIX 4
	POLICIES & BYLAWS
	The District has water rates, sewer rates, solid waste rates and development cost charge bylaws.  These bylaws will require updates to accommodate a voluntary metering system and a change in billing cycles.  A policy for metering along with operating ...
	The items shown in the table are currently identified as updates required for either the policy or bylaws – where known, the specific bylaw or policy is provided.  Areas of uncertainty will require further research.
	The above items, and others that become known as the District progresses with the planning phase, will be added to the bylaws and policies for Council consideration, and procedures for operational purposes.
	APPENDIX 5
	MAP – WATER METERS
	Existing metered properties and proposed AC main upgrades
	APPENDIX 6
	INSTALLATION LOCATION AND COST
	Installations at the property line involve installing a meter chamber (usually a concrete box) with a steel lid, meter and radio connection.  Installations inside the house involve a range of renovations to enable installation of the meter and radio w...
	The City of Richmond does not allow inside installations of water meters. The City of Surrey will only allow meters to be installed inside the house if a customer refuses to allow the installation at the property line.  Most customers would simply rat...
	There is a potential cost savings with the installation, although it depends on the finish of the home in the area of the meter installation.
	1. Installing a meter inside and matching interior finishes could prove to be costly.
	2. A meter installed in an unfinished basement is relatively easy; however, when the home owner subsequently finishes their basement the meter may not be accessible for maintenance or replacement.
	3. Inside installations may create some liability issues in the case of meter failure.
	4. Routine inspections are more challenging, permitting the installation of a water bypass before the meter to avoid high charges.
	5. Homes with irrigation systems are regularly connected outside the house so outdoor water usage would go undetected. This is a major concern in terms of peak demand management.
	6. Customers may have concerns about the radio waves emitted during water meter communication periods, even though this is very limited.
	1. Coordination of installation with the property owner is easy, as compared to inside installations.
	2. Reduced liability for meter failure.
	3. Optimal accessibility for maintenance and reading.
	4. More accurate water use data, i.e. sprinklers connected directly to the service line, and service line leaks, are captured by the water meter.
	5. Less concern about radio waves emitted from meters.
	1. Upfront capital costs. Installations that require repairs to paved driveways can be costly.
	2. A portion of the service locations may not be known.
	District staff recently contacted a local water meter installation contractor, to get an estimate of the costs and their experience installing water meters in the City of Surrey for their voluntary water meter program. For budgetary purposes, the foll...
	Residential water meter installation, inside the house $520 to $675
	Residential water meter installation, outside the house $1,100 to $1,700 (the higher end represents concrete or asphalt restoration)
	These prices are based on an estimate of 10,000 water meter installations, which is more indicative of a mandatory water metering program in Mission; thus, the unit pricing under a voluntary metering program is likely expected to be higher as some eco...
	INSTALLATION COST COMPARISON
	The following analysis shows the estimated costs of outside installations versus inside installations.
	Three scenarios are presented, based on the estimated number of paved driveways that would require repairs. The estimate of water services that are located within paved driveways is based on the location study of residential water services.
	 Scenario A: assumes 100% of installations occur outside, including those located within paved driveways requiring repair.
	 Scenario B: assumes all installations occur outside, except those that are located within a paved driveway would be installed inside the house to avoid driveway repairs.
	 Scenario C: assumes all installations occur inside the house, although the cost of interior refinishing may vary significantly from the estimates.




